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Abstract. Context: A large number of information is generated and
manipulated in Software Engineering (SE) projects. The technology surrounding this domain is constantly evolving. To keep up with such evolution, developers share their knowledge and seek help from other developers by means of interactive and collaborative environments. Understanding and extracting knowledge from these environments can enable
developers to identify useful information for the project. Objective:
This work aims to identify the main textual analysis approaches to extract useful information in the SE. Method: To achieve the proposed
objective, we conducted a Systematic Mapping (SM). Results: We analyzed 69 relevant primary studies addressing approaches to extract useful
information in the SE. Conclusion: Among the main conclusions of this
study, we can infer that discussion forums attracted a significantly attention in SE context and it becomes one of the main textual databases
investigated to extract useful information.
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Introduction

One of the characteristics of Software Engineering (SE) projects is the large
quantity of information that is generated and manipulated [22, 29]. Those involved in the project face problems such as: difficulty in systematizing the information generated throughout the software processes; difficulty in reusing the
knowledge generated from one project to another; loss of intellectual capital of
the organization; and the non-representation of knowledge [24]. In addition, SE
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is made up of a huge number of constantly evolving tools, frameworks, and APIs.
Technologies that are innovative, in just over a year, may become obsolete. So,
to keep up with this ever-changing pace, developers share their knowledge and
seek help from other developers in areas where they have less knowledge [28].
According to Abidi et al. (2009) [1], the social web paradigm can be useful for
sharing knowledge through interactive and collaborative technologies. Questions
& Answers (Q&A) like Stack Overflow, control tools like Jira, Redmine and
Mantis, and source code sharing platforms like GitHub, are very rich sources
of information. Through these environments, the entire software development
process could be discussed and documented by team members, and most are
texts written in natural language. Understanding and extracting knowledge from
these environments can enable developers to identify useful information such as
usage trends, previously created function facilities, best practices, lessons learned
and new coding methodologies [17, 28].
Manual access to the large volume of textual data generated to search for
useful information becomes an arduous and complex task. Identifying relevant
knowledge for reuse is difficult and requires specific approaches to handling a
large volume of information [1]. For this purpose, there is a huge range of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Text Mining tools and techniques that can be
used to assist in knowledge extraction. NLP and Text Mining are both interested
in processing and extracting information from texts. NLP uses different levels
of linguistic analysis responsible for understanding meaning and structure of a
given text [10]. On the other hand, text mining extracts hidden information
inside text data through pattern recognition [6].
The demands for reduced development time and increased reliability of software need for new approaches that provide support for development and decision
making process. Knowledge extraction from text data set previously collected,
for example, can bring a lot of useful information related to software development. Inserted in this context, this work has an objective to identify in the
literature the main textual analysis approaches to extract useful information
in SE domain, such as SE activities the study focuses on (e.g. Software Requirements, Software Testing, Development), textual database considered (e.g.
Forums, Wiki, Tweets), techniques, algorithms and tools that were considered.
In order to achieve the proposed objective, we conducted a Systematic Mapping
(SM). An SM provides a broad overview of an area of research, to determine
whether there is research evidence on a particular topic [12].
We believe that results from this SM can strongly help to identify a body of
knowledge to support future research, learning as much as possible from other
domains related to the topic, and providing a basis for other researchers as well
as students who consider learning about and contributing to this area.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
related publications. Section 3 introduces the method used to conduct the research. Section 4 shows the main results from studies extraction and synthesis.
Section 5 reports a general discussion to highlight some research points, their
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implications, and limitations. Lastly, conclusions and future directions for this
research are presented Section 6.

2

Related Work

We adopted concepts of a tertiary study to look for secondary studies that already investigated approaches to extract useful information in the SE considering
unstructured data. Tertiary studies are reviews about other secondary studies
[12]. In this study, we used the following search string: (“text mining” OR “text
processing” OR “text classification” OR “knowledge extraction” OR “information extraction” OR “text cluster” OR “text data mining” OR “text association”
OR “Natural Language Processing” OR “NLP” ) AND (“software engineering”
OR “software organizations” OR “software development”) AND (“systematic
review” OR “literature review” OR “systematic mapping” OR “mapping study”
OR “systematic map” OR “literature analysis”).
The search string was applied in the Scopus electronic database and 52 studies were returned. We analyzed each of the 52 studies and we found four studies
that conducted a review on the same topic as our SM. The studies are briefly
described as follows.
In Maqbool et al. [14], a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was performed
to investigate modern techniques, tools and trends for the generation of Business
Process Modeling Languages (BPML) models from textual requirements by utilizing NLP techniques. Ahmad et al. [2] conducted a literature review to show
how academics/practitioners can benefit from the valuable user-generated content in software repositories including the Q&A software developer community.
SLR was conducted in Ahsan et al. (2017) [3] to investigate the application of NLP techniques to generate test cases from requirements document. The
main NLP techniques and tools used to extract textual information from requirements document were summarized in this study. Finally, in Shah and Pfahl
[23], a mapping study was conducted to identify relevant information from the
scientific literature about data sources, research contributions, and the usage of
text analysis techniques for the improvement and evaluation of software quality. The authors summarized, in this study, the data sources which have been
used, research contributions that have been made, text analysis techniques which
have been employed and how does text analysis help in improving and evaluating
software quality.
Each presented study conducted some kind of secondary study on extracting
useful information in SE, but with different purposes. The main difference from
the secondary studies identified with ours is that the studies found have specific
scopes in SE, such as software testing, software quality or modeling languages. In
our mapping study, the scope is much broader considering the various activities
in SE. This gives a broader overview of where efforts for SE textual analysis
research have been concentrated.
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3

Systematic Mapping

SM has been used to provide a broad overview of the state of all relevant research
available for a particular topic of interest. The research method in this study was
defined based on Kitchenham and Charters [12]. The method involves three main
phases. Firstly, a planning is elaborated. This planning refers to the pre-review
activities, and establishes a protocol, defining the research questions, inclusion
and exclusion criteria, sources of studies, search string, and mapping procedures.
Then, in the conduction phase, search and selection activities are carried out in
order to extract and synthesize data from studies included. Finally, in the final
phase the results are written and disseminated to interested parties. Following,
the main parts of the mapping protocol used in this work are presented.
Research Questions. This mapping study aims to answer the following Research Questions (RQs):
–
–
–
–
–

RQ1. When and where were the studies published?
RQ2. Which software engineering activities are the studies concentrated on?
RQ3. What is the textual database considered for the study?
RQ4. What techniques, algorithms, methods and tools were considered?
RQ5. What are the main challenges/difficulties reported in the studies?

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The selection criteria are organized in
one Inclusion Criterion (IC) and eight Exclusion Criteria (EC). The inclusion
criterion is: (IC1) The study must present textual analysis initiatives to extract
useful information in the context of Software Engineering. The exclusion criteria
are: (EC1) The study does not have a abstract; (EC2) The study is just an
abstract, not having a full text; (EC3) The study is not a primary study, such
as editorials, summaries of keynotes, workshops, and tutorials; (EC4) The study
is not written in English; (EC5) The study is an older version (less updated) of
another study already considered; (EC6) The full paper is not available; (EC7)
The study must present textual analysis initiatives in the English language; and
(EC8) Does not meet Inclusion Criterion (CI1).
Keywords and Search String. The search string considered two areas, Textual Analysis and Software Engineering (see Table 1), and it was applied in three
metadata fields (namely, title, abstract and keywords).
Source. We chose to work with Scopus4 database. This source is considered
the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature, with more
than 60 million records. Scopus attaches papers of other international publishers, including Cambridge University Press, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Nature Publishing Group, Springer, Wiley-Blackwell, and
Elsevier. The studies returned from Scopus database were cataloged and stored
appropriately. This catalog helped us in the classification and analysis procedures.
4
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Table 1: Keywords for the search string
Areas
Keywords
Information Extraction “text mining”, “text processing”, “text classification”,
“knowledge extraction”, “information extraction”, “text
cluster”, “text data mining”, “text association”, “Natural Language Processing”, “NLP”
Software Engineering “software engineering”, “software organizations”, “software development”
Search String: (“text mining” OR “text processing” OR “text classification” OR
“knowledge extraction” OR “information extraction” OR “text cluster” OR “text
data mining” OR “text association” OR “Natural Language Processing” OR
“NLP”) AND (“software engineering” OR “software organizations” OR “software
development”)

Assessment. Before conducting the mapping study, we tested the mapping
protocol in order to verify its feasibility and adequacy, based on a pre-selected
set of studies considered relevant to our investigation. First, the review process
was conducted by the first author of this paper, and, only then, the other authors
carried out the review validation using different samples (approximately 30%
each).
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Data Extraction and Synthesis

The main steps performed in this mapping study are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Selection process

We considered the studies published in the last 10 years (2009 until April
2019). As a result, 982 publications were returned. The selection process was
divided into two stages. In the 1st stage, inclusion and exclusion criteria were
applied considering the title, abstract and keywords, so 459 publications (approximately 46%) were eliminated. In the 2nd stage, the exclusion criteria were
applied considering the entire text, resulting in 69 studies (approximately 7% of
total articles). As a result, we got a final set of 69 studies5 .
5

Selected studies available at: http://bit.ly/2NKq01s
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It is worth mentioning that in this SM the focus was on studies that used
textual mining and NLP techniques to extract useful knowledge in order to
be reused in software organizations. During the selection process, some primary studies returned, although using the same techniques for textual analysis,
proposed processes to automatically generate UML diagrams from software requirements documents. The studies focus were solely in automation processes.
However, that was not the scope of our focus. Studies with this objective were
eliminated by the selection criteria.
We analyzed each of 69 studies in order to answer the RQs. The studies
classification was made from the RQs answers. The same answers were grouped
and consequently a category was defined. For some RQs in data extraction and
synthesis the sum of all classifications might be greater than the total number
of papers in the SM. This occurs because a given paper can answer a RQ with
more than one target of our investigation. In addition, in some RQs, elements
that were mentioned once were grouped into “Others” category. However, the
full version of data extraction is available for consultation6 . Next, we present the
main findings from data extraction and synthesis.
RQ1. When and where have the studies been published?
A distribution of the 69 studies selected over the past ten years is shown
in Figure 2. As Figure 2 demonstrates, although research on textual analysis
initiatives intended to detect useful information is not recent, in SE domain the
number of studies was moderate between 2010 and 2015, with a considerable
increase between 2016 and 2018. Considering that the number of publications in
the year 2019 is also considerable, our work, however, shows a smaller number
as we consider only studies published until April 2019.
Analyzing the publication vehicle, conferences were the main communication
channel, representing 72% (50 studies) of publications. The journals occupied
11% (8 studies), symposium 10% (7 studies) and workshop 6% (4 studies).
RQ2. Which software engineering activities are the studies concentrated on?
RQ2 relates to which activity of SE the study addressed. As shown in Figure
3, Software Development was the activity in which most of the studies were
concentrated (54% - 37 studies). In Nembhard et al. (2018) [19], for example,
text mining was used to extract knowledge from open source code in order to
categorize and structure source code. By mining a subset (over 600.000 Java
files) that contains over 70.000 open source projects, the authors presented that
useful patterns can be extracted from source code and that these patterns can be
used to create a recommends system to help programmers avoid unsafe practices.
6
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Fig. 2: Distribution of the selected studies over the years

Another example is the study conducted in Baquero et al. (2017) [5] in which,
mechanisms for extracting implicit knowledge present in the Stack Overflow7
questions were explored. In particular, the study motivation was to extract information about programming languages and their relationships. The proposed
approach creates a classifier model that predicts the programming language using the content (text excerpts and source code) of a question. The method was
evaluated on a set of 18.000 questions related to 18 different programming languages. The results showed that it is possible to extract non-evident information
from a discussion forum, such as Stack Overflow.

Fig. 3: Software Engineering activities analyzed

In relation to the other SE activities, software requirements occupied 16%
(11 studies), software testing 13% (9 studies), software quality 9% (6 studies),
7
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general area of SE 6% (4 studies), technical debt (implied cost of rework) and
software design both with 1% (1 study). Most studies proposed knowledge discovery to aid in some task involving decision making, for example, analysis of
programmers comments in several project activities in order to detect behavior
patterns and improve development, information reuse from old projects or identify which technology is most used [8, 9].
RQ3. What is the textual database considered for the study?
RQ3 focuses on identifying which textual database was considered in the
selected studies. As shown in Figure 4, discussion forums are the most commonly
used (33% - 23 studies), followed by requirements documents (14% - 10 studies),
bug reports (8% - 6 studies), source code (7% - 5 studies), source code hosting
platform (6% - 4 studies), code review comments (4 % - 3 studies), projects
management tools (4% - 3 studies), manuals and tutorials (4% - 3).

Fig. 4: Textual databases considered

Discussion forums have been the most used database for extracting useful
information in SE. Out of the 23 studies that considered discussion forums,
19 used Stack Overflow as the basis for applying textual analysis techniques.
Stack Overflow is a Q&A website for software development. According to Liu
et al. (2018) [13], Stack Overflow’s Q&A base has been increasingly used by
professional software developers to get answers to their software development
questions.
Stack Overflow was founded in 2008 and is the largest Q&A website for computer programming. This website currently contains a base of over 16 million
questions and 24 million answers [15]. The large information data base maintained by Stack Overflow allows several searches for knowledge by researchers
in SE. In the study conducted by Xu et al. (2017) [30], for example, the authors proposed a tool, called AnswerBot, that aims to help developers to quickly
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capture key information from various relevant posts from a technical question
before reading the details of posts.
In addition to the discussion forums, another textual source presented by
the selected studies was the software requirements documents. In Verma et al.
(2013) [27], for example, NLP techniques were used to extract useful knowledge
from requirements documents in order to represent them as a simple graph-based
structure. According to the authors, this representation helps in understanding
and identifying useful information from textual requirements.
Further databases identified were grouped into category “Other” (14% - 10
studies), for example, Wikis [18] and Tweets [25].
RQ4. What techniques, algorithms and tools were considered?
For RQ4, we investigated which techniques, algorithms and tools were used to
support textual analysis for information extraction. Figure 5 presents the main
techniques used in the selected studies. The most commonly used techniques
were those used in the text preprocessing (31% - 22 studies), for example, stop
word removal, tokenization, Lemmatization and Stemming. We consider this set
of techniques as a single category “Text Preprocessing”. Other techniques often
mentioned are those related to text vectorization (13% - 9 studies), for example,
Word2vec, Bag of Words (BOW) and Word Embeddings. We also consider this
set of techniques in a single category “Text Vectorization Techniques”. Other
techniques identified were Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (5% - 4 studies),
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (4% - 3 studies), Named Entity Recognition
(NER) (2% - 2 studies), Naive Bayes (2% - 2 studies) and Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) (2% - 2 studies). In the category “Others” (18% - 13 studies),
techniques such as Doc2vec, ELICA and exploratory data analysis (EDA) were
grouped.

Fig. 5: Techniques used in textual analysis
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Figure 6 presents the different algorithms used. The most commonly used
algorithms was Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) with
72% (10 studies). TF-IDF algorithm maps the most relevant terms by means of
their frequency, taking into consideration the frequency of this same term in a
set of text analyzed [21].
We also map the tools mentioned in the selected studies. The most used
tool was the Stanford CoreNLP8 with 29% (13 studies). This tool provides a
set of technologies to work with human language. For example, it gives the
base forms of words, their parts of speech, normalize dates, times, and numeric
quantities, mark up the structure of sentences in terms of phrases and syntactic
dependencies, indicate which noun phrases refer to the same entities, indicate
sentiment, extract particular or open-class relations between entity mentions.

Fig. 6: Algorithms

Fig. 7: Tools

Another widely used tool is the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)9 (11% 5 studies). NLTK is a tool for building Python programs to work with human
language data. It provides interfaces to help to user work and a suite of text
processing libraries for classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing,
and semantic reasoning, wrappers for industrial-strength NLP libraries.
In “Others” category, tools such as Overlap, Gate, Scrapy, HDSKG and Sadge
were mentioned.
RQ5. What are the main challenges/difficulties reported in the
studies?
Although textual analysis can have several benefits in SE, some problems
are also faced. The selected articles were analyzed for challenges, difficulties and
problems, mentioned by the authors to identify useful information from textual
8
9
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databases, among the main challenges detected, we can highlight: (i) applying
NLP techniques to software artifacts is complex since the artifacts have unique
characteristics that not found in other natural language text [26]; (ii) software
projects that are poorly documented [16]; and access to a set of industry scale
domain documentations is a difficulty. Many organizations do not support the
idea of publicly releasing the artifacts of their domain engineering practices. It
becomes difficult to obtain real world requirement engineering documents for
research purposes [4].

5

Discussion

Software engineering activities produce large amounts of unstructured data. Useful information can be extracted from such data to support SE activities, such as
software development, software requirements or software test, as can be seen in
RQ2. Software development activity, in particular, features many studies interested in exploring the knowledge that can be generated by considering aspects
of source code, for example, language characteristics or comments in code [11].
The textual analysis in unstructured databases in SE, as presented in RQ3,
is directly related to the SE activities, for example, the search for relevant information within discussion forums. Most studies that mention as purpose the use
of this type of textual database are related to the software development activity.
These studies look for behavioral patterns, especially in the comments from software developers. Online forums contain extensive valuable information that can
aid in software development. Discussion forums are becoming rich repositories
of valuable programming information that many experienced developers learn
to revisit frequently [31].
Discussion forums are effective environments for facilitating the sharing of
tacit knowledge among developers. Forums have become important repositories
of knowledge for the following reasons: (i) useful knowledge can be generated
and captured during discussions [7]; and (ii) it is considered a major challenge
for knowledge management to convert tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.
Discussion forums can help in this knowledge conversion [20]. So, information extraction have been investigated to extract significant information from these unstructured data to aid in such development activities as the provision of method
descriptions and the speed reading of bug reports [31].
Software developers extensively use Stack Overflow for knowledge sharing on
software development. Thus, SE researchers have started mining the unstructured data present in certain software repositories including the Q&A software
developer community Stack Overflow, to improve software development [2].
Extracting information for guidance of analyses is a real challenge. Those
who want to follow the trends as well as predict them or even identify or detect
patterns need to focus on the area of Artificial Intelligence. NLP and Text Mining, in particular, help in the forming, through unstructured data, patterns and
associations useful for production of knowledge. Research conducted by EMC
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Digital Universe10 , world leader of data storage, says that by 2020 there will
be around 44 zettabytes (or 44 trillion GBs) of data stored. Therefore, Data
Mining will become indispensable and new techniques, algorithms and tools for
working with this amount of data to extract useful information are increasingly
emerging.
In several areas, as in SE, researches are invested in creating techniques, algorithms or tools that are increasingly effective in extracting information from a
textual database. In SE, as can be observed in RQ4, a large number of techniques
can be used. With respect to tools, there are several proposals of new tools or an
extension of existing ones, for example COLUA, a tool developed using python
NLTK.
The research area in textual analysis has grown a lot in the last years in SE
(RQ1). SE professionals have noted the benefits to the organization in identifying
useful knowledge in what is textually generated by team members. In addition,
the area enables researchers to focus their efforts on improving the various fronts
involving this type of research, such as new techniques, tools or textual databases
to be explored.
5.1

Threats to validity

Initially, our review was limited to Scopus database. Although Scopus is considered the largest abstract and citation database, it is possible that some valuable
studies were left out from our analysis, since we considered papers indexed by
just one database. Even so, we tried to overcome this limitation by considering
papers from a control group to calibrate the search string. The categorization of
papers was based on research questions. Thus, we believe that the studies discussed in this mapping provide an overview of empirical research on outcomes
of existing research on textual analysis initiatives to extract useful information
in unstructured databases in SE.
In addition, the study selection and data extraction were performed by the
first author and some subjectivity could have been embedded. So, in order to
reduce subjectivity, the other authors received different samples from the studies
(about 30%) to conduct the same stages. The samples were compared to detect
possible bias.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have reported the results of a systematic mapping on textual
analysis initiatives to extract useful information in SE domain, such as the SE
activities the study focuses, database, techniques, algorithms and tools that were
considered.
The major contribution of this study was to summarize and highlight the
main aspects associated with the search for knowledge in textual databases in
10
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SE. The results showed in this research could be of interest to several researchers
involved with the topics covered in this study. So, we believe that our summarization can help to direct researchers in their future research providing a pointer
to appropriately position new activities in this research topic.
Future directions include conducting research on how the knowledge extracted from the selected studies databases has been represented/codified, for
example, knowledge graph, cognitive mapping, decision trees, knowledge taxonomies, and task analysis. Knowledge representation serves the pivotal role of
allowing what is collectively known to be shared and used. In addition, we intend to conduct research on the use of extracted information in SE databases
and how it is represented in practice within SE organizations.
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